
Empowering Unity, Inspiring Governance

FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS OF THE PLATFORM AND ADD

Corporate Admin OYG Staff will manage the infrastructure of the app through an admin
portal. OYG Admin employees can manage overall functioning of the platform, monitor use and
perform triage.

Local Admin will verify local user accounts and confirm each user’s registration. Local Admin
will manage and may view active profiles and group memberships. Local Admin will be able to
verify content posted by users, remove inappropriate content and manage user accounts per
rules of use. Local Admin will be able to publish platform announcements and will be able to view
results of polls and surveys.

Personal & Community Profiles People register, login, verify residence in the community and
create a personal profile. The community profile is a landing screen for users. It contains
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information about the wealth and power of the community. In the onboarding process
participants will help populate the community profile..

Forum - When a user logs in, they see one of three feeds: 1) a curated news feed, 2) the
community forum, consisting of posts and polls updating in real time and 3) a user-selected
group feed.

Community Forum: A chat stream. The app prompts users to pose a comment or a
question to the community. The stream is a public group chat.

Young Person’s Forum: An age limit prevents children from participating in adult
forums unless approved and supervised by the responsible adult related to the child.
Only children may post in the forum for children.

User-Selected Group: The feed and access is similar to the Community Forum but
participation requires joining the group.

AI-Curated News Feed: An AI assistant is trained to curate news from local, state, national, and
international sources. It filters for proximity and relevance to the community and user, and for
capacity to take action on the information. The user add sources and adjust priority of proximity,
salience and actionability. A user may also toggle AI for summaries of articles. A user may copy a
news article to the Community Forum, add a comment or pose a question to the community
about the news content. A user may similarly post a direct message copying the article and push
it to social media.

AI-Summarized Chat Streams: An AI icon allows users to toggle a summary of comment
streams.

Survey & Polls: The user will be able to view “hot” polls (or surveys) and threads of related
responses/comments and create their own surveys and polls. Users will be able to post and view
material (documents and videos) relevant to poll questions. When a user posts, the app prompts
the user to post a topic as a poll, or to choose an existing topic thread(s). Community members
can use polls to nominate and elect their representatives.

Consensus: A threshold can be set for a poll to generate a report to media, government
officials and the community.
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Outcome Actions: When a poll reaches a threshold that may be set by consensus, the platform
automatically generates a report in a document prompting selection of recipients of reports
including media, officials and community organizations.

Communication: Users are able to teleconference or join a scheduled teleconference using a
prompt that connects to this function. People are able to send or push reports from surveys and
polls to other platforms, the media, politicians, elected officials and to each other..

Peer to Peer(s): text, voice and video features between any individuals in the community
platform directory of information.

Information: Users are able to publish and retrieve information. Sort functions allow users to
search for documents by topic, keyword, date and poster. The platform sorts this information by
source/poll/survey topic. The user will be able to upload, view and may download document
files. Recordings of video meetings can be indexed here as well.

Calendar: OYG Admin, Local Admin and Users can schedule events and invite members for
teleconference and physical meetings and events through the calendar, with push notifications
to invitees.

Enterprise & Project Management: Users may create a project or enterprise and gain access
to productivity tools for the project. Users are able to invite and network with others to
contribute their time, money or other resources for a project. A local admin will be able to verify
project eligibility when they are submitted for publication.

Financial Services: The community platform becomes a catalyst for wealth generation by
providing access to funding sources, supporting collaborative investment programs, and
enabling community-based banking and lending enterprises. Through its commitment to
financial education and literacy programs, OYG empowers community members to make
informed decisions, mitigating risks and further fortifying trust in financial endeavors.

Blockchain: For anonymized voting and secure storing of poll results as anonymized contracts
and for personal and community wealth aggregation.
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